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Abstract

Numerous functional neuroimaging studies have shown that most orthographic stimuli, such as

printed English words, produce a left-lateralized response within the fusiform gyrus (FG) at a

characteristic location termed the visual word form area (VWFA). We developed an experimental

alphabet (FaceFont) comprising 35 face–phoneme pairs to disentangle phonological and

perceptual influences on the lateralization of orthographic processing within the FG. Using

functional imaging, we found that a region in the vicinity of the VWFA responded to FaceFont

words more strongly in trained versus untrained participants, whereas no differences were

observed in the right FG. The trained response magnitudes in the left FG region correlated with

behavioral reading performance, providing strong evidence that the neural tissue recruited by

training supported the newly acquired reading skill. These results indicate that the left

lateralization of the orthographic processing is not restricted to stimuli with particular visual-

perceptual features. Instead, lateralization may occur because the anatomical projections in the

vicinity of the VWFA provide a unique interconnection between the visual system and left-

lateralized language areas involved in the representation of speech.

INTRODUCTION

Cognitive neuroscience has played an important role in furthering our understanding of the

cognitive processes and neural substrates that support skilled reading. An area within the left

fusiform gyrus (FG), termed the visual word form area (VWFA), has been a particular focus

of research. This region exhibits a relatively selective response to orthographic stimuli, as

compared with other categories of visual objects (McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003).

Within the domain of orthography, the VWFA is most robustly activated by words and

pronounceable nonwords, with lesser responses usually seen for consonant letter strings,

stimuli composed of letter-like forms, or grapheme strings from an unfamiliar language

(Polk, Stallcup, Aguirre, & Alsop, 2002; Cohen et al., 2000). These properties suggest that
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the VWFA is a core—perhaps even obligatory—part of the pathway by which the perceptual

analysis of written words ultimately provides fluent (fast and accurate) access to

representations of phonology and meaning.

There are competing views on the underlying function of the VWFA. Points of disagreement

include whether the region is unimodal (Price & Devlin, 2003), whether it is uniquely

activated by orthographic stimuli (Ben-Shachar, Dougherty, Deutsch, & Wandell, 2007),

and where it lies on the processing stream that supports orthographic-to-phonological

transformation (Vinckier et al., 2007; Pugh et al., 2000). This study homes in on a question

that has received less attention in the literature: Why is orthographic processing typically

lateralized to the left FG? We evaluate two accounts for the lateralization of orthographic

processing, both of which arise from a consideration of the unique properties of

orthographic systems and which are inspired by similar distinctions outlined in the speech

(Shtyrov, Pihko, & Pulvermuller, 2005; Melamed & Zaidel, 1993) and word recognition

literatures (Ellis, Ansorge, & Lavidor, 2007; Marsolek & Deason, 2007).

Printed words may tend to invoke left-lateralized activation within the FG because the

development of writing systems has led to mappings between visual graphic units and

linguistic knowledge (e.g., speech segments) acquired through spoken language. The sector

of the FG that has been associated with the VWFA may be special because it is uniquely

positioned, by virtue of its anatomical connections, to serve as a bridge to left-lateralized

language areas (Reinke, Fernandes, Schwindt, O’Craven, & Grady, 2008; Vigneau, Jobard,

Mazoyer, & Tzourio-Maxzoyer, 2005). Because automatic word identification is a central

feature of skilled reading (Perfetti & Hart, 2002), a logical extension is that the VWFA may

thus play a central role by acting as a bridge between visual perception and pre-existing

linguistic knowledge.

This linguistic bridge account of the VWFA can provide a compelling explanation for the

syndrome of pure alexia, in which reading occurs through the use of a very slow and

effortful “letter-by-letter” strategy (Montant & Behrmann, 2000; Black & Behrmann, 1994),

although higher-level language functions are intact. This syndrome has been associated with

damage to the VWFA (Gaillard et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2003); the permanent loss of a

critical bridge area into the language system could explain why efforts at remediation have

achieved only modest success (Seki et al., 2001; Maher, Clayton, Barrett, Schober-Peterson,

& Gonzalez-Rothi, 1998; Behrmann & McLeod, 1995; Arguin & Bub, 1994; Daniel, Bolter,

& Long, 1992; Behrmann, Black, & Bub, 1990).

Printed words, alternatively, may tend to invoke left-lateralized activation within the FG, not

because the items are linguistic in nature but because printed words impose a high demand

on a particular type of perceptual analysis (McCandliss et al., 2003). Orthographic systems

were specifically developed to be reproducible by writing, with a concomitant emphasis on

efficiency of production and robustness to variability in form (Changizi & Shimojo, 2005).

As a consequence, orthographic systems may naturally promote the use of feature-based

visual analysis strategies, in which characteristic differences in the lengths, orientations, and

junctions of line segments are used to discriminate between component graphemes (e.g., the

letters in the Roman alphabet) and to extract graphemic prototypes. Furthermore, the high
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degree of perceptual similarity across graphemes may necessitate the extraction of high-

spatial frequencies. The left hemisphere has been particularly implicated in feature-based,

high-spatial frequency analysis (Woodhead, Wise, Sereno, & Leech, 2011; Mecacci, 1993).

Natural orthographies typically consist of letters or characters that are composed of line

segments so that feature-based, high spatial frequency analysis is paired with the linguistic

processes involved during reading. Accordingly, it is difficult to distinguish the two

accounts for the characteristic left-lateralization of orthographic processing on the basis of

natural orthographies. Contrasting orthographies that have an identical linguistic function

but differ substantially in their visual perceptual characteristics would allow a test of these

accounts.

This line of reasoning led us to develop two experimental alphabets to represent the speech

sounds of English. Our novel “FaceFont” alphabet uses faces as graphemes (Tottenham et

al., 2009), and our “KoreanFont” alphabet uses Korean characters as graphemes (Figure 1;

see also Appendix A). We chose faces for two reasons. First, prior work has demonstrated

that face processing can induce a right-lateralized response in the FG at a region that has

been termed the “fusiform face area” (FFA; Grill-Spector, Knouf, & Kanwisher, 2004;

Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997). Second, faces are perceptually unlike prototypical

letters, and compared with printed words, their processing appears to be more reliant on

holistic and low-frequency visual analysis mechanisms (Goffaux & Rossion, 2006). Thus,

their use as letters creates an orthography that provides a highly distinctive perceptual

contrast to the forms of natural orthographies. We chose Korean letters (the Hangul

alphabet) as the basis for our comparison because they consist of the visual components, for

example, line segments, that are typical of all alphabets but are unknown to our native

English speakers. Learned responses to FaceFont stimuli in the left, but not the right, FG

would indicate that pairing faces with linguistic information produces the characteristic

lateralization of orthographic processing as predicted by the linguistic bridge account.

Learned responses to FaceFont stimuli in the right FG would favor a visuo-perceptual

account for the lateralization of orthographic processing.

METHODS

Participants

Twenty-four participants (11 men) completed the 2-week training portion of this study

(mean age = 21.1 years, SD = 1.8 years). Training study participants were recruited through

fliers posted around the University of Pittsburgh campus. Twelve additional controls (5

men) completed a single neuroimaging session (mean age = 22.3 years, SD = 2.7 years).

These controls were recruited from a database of participants who had participated in

previous neuroimaging studies and had indicated that they would be interested in

participating in future studies.

All participants were native English speakers who completed an initial screening in which

they reported no history of hearing or vision issues, learning or reading difficulties, drug or

alcohol abuse, mental illness, or neurological problem. Additionally, participants were

screened for fMRI contraindications (e.g., ferromagnetic material in or on body, not right-
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handed, claustrophobic, pregnant, etc.). All participants provided informed consent and were

compensated for their time.

Procedure

Participants selected for the training portion of the study were pseudorandomly assigned to

train on either the FaceFont stimuli or the KoreanFont stimuli. FaceFont-trained (FF; n = 12)

and KoreanFont-trained (KF; n = 12) participants completed 1- to 2-hr training sessions

consisting of three components: phoneme training (Day 1), word level training (Days 2–5),

and story level training (Days 6–9). Progress was monitored at the end of each word level

and story level training session with a single-word reading test. Training was followed by a

behavioral testing and fMRI session on the 10th day. During this final session, participants

read stories that were transcribed from a standardized reading test designed to assess reading

fluency and comprehension (Wiederholt & Bryant, 2001). They also completed an fMRI

session to probe for the neural basis of FaceFont and KoreanFont reading (see Table 1 for

training schedule). Visual items throughout all sessions were presented exclusively in the

training fonts and were paired with spoken English equivalents at the beginning of training,

as necessary. No printed English was used except for the initial basic instructions of a task.

Alphabets—The mapping principles that were used to associate our experimental

graphemes to English speech sounds were equivalent for FaceFont and KoreanFont. Using a

consistent alphabetic system with a one-to-one grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence, we

used 35 letter–sound pairs to represent all sounds in English (Figure 1). There were five

exceptions in which a grapheme (i.e., a face or a Korean character) represented two similar

sounds.

Phoneme Training—In Session 1, participants completed phoneme training. Using the E-

prime computer program for psychological experiments (Schneider, Eschman, &

Zuccolotto, 2002), a grapheme would appear on the computer screen, and participants

pressed a button to elicit the auditory presentation of the associated phoneme. Because the

focus was on the participants achieving mastery of all 35 grapheme–phoneme pair

associations, the participants could spend as much time as they wanted on each grapheme,

and each associated phoneme could be played unlimited number of times before the

participant advanced to the next grapheme. After all 35 pairs were presented in random

order, the cycle was repeated four more times, for a total of five cycles of individually paced

grapheme–phoneme learning.

Phoneme Test—Participants took a phoneme test after they completed the phoneme

training. Graphemes appeared on the computer screen, and participants were asked to say

aloud the phoneme associated with each grapheme. Two cycles were administered with

random order of grapheme presentation, for 70 total items on the test. Participants were

required to score 90% or better on the phoneme test. If they did not meet this criterion, the

examiner reviewed their specific errors, and they repeated both the phoneme training and

phoneme testing as many times as needed until criterion was reached or until session

duration was exceeded. Only one person (assigned to the KF group) could not advance to

the word level training because they could not meet the 90% criterion within the first
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session. All participants who advanced to word level training passed the phoneme test in

three or fewer attempts.

Word Level Training—In Sessions 2–5, participants completed word level training in

which they read 400 one-syllable words, two to four phonemes in length. Words were

presented in random order using E-prime. The same 400 words were used in each session to

facilitate fluency for reading through repetition. Participants were encouraged to attempt to

read the word when it appeared on the screen but had the option to hear any of the individual

phonemes or to hear the whole word. For example, one of the training words was “beef,”

consisting of phonemes /b/, /i/, /f/. Using a keypress, participants could play any of the three

phonemes individually or could play the entire word, if necessary.

Story Level Training—During each session in the second week of training (Sessions 6–

9), participants read 10 early reader stories from the Now I’m Reading! series (Gaydos,

2003) that were transcribed into the training fonts, beginning with 10 Level 1 stories and

progressing one level each session to longer and more complex stories (up to Level 4). Story

level reading performance was measured by the number of words read per minute (WPM)

for each story.

Word Tests—After completing each word level and story level training session (Sessions

2–9), participants took single-word reading tests on the computer. Participants were

presented with 45 items one at a time and asked to read each one aloud as quickly and as

accurately as possible. Of the 45 items, there were 15 “old” words (words that were in the

word training), 15 “new” words (words that were not in the word training task), and 15

nonwords. The 45 items were administered in random order.

To obtain purer accuracy and latency measures on real word reading without the influence

of nonwords intermixed with real words, during the second week of training we followed

each word test with a supplemental test. The supplemental tests were brief, consisting of 12

real words. The real words were a selection of “new” word items from Word Test 1 (WT1)

through WT4.

Typically, word tests were administered after the participants completed a training session.

One exception to this occurred during the first session of the second training week (Session

6), in which two sets of word tests were administered—WT5 and Supplemental Word Test 5

(WT5S) were administered at the start of the session, and WT6 and WT6S were

administered at the end of the session. We administered WT5/WT5S at the start of the

session to measure retention of the training font after two weekend days without training.

Because WT5 was administered under different conditions than the other word tests

(preceding training rather than following training), it was not included in the primary

analyses.

Reading latencies were measured from word onset to when the participant elicited the next

item with a mouse click. This diverges from the more conventional latency measure from

word onset to the participant’s voice onset when beginning to read the word; however,

because there was such variability across participants in decoding words (some participants
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sounded out words silently, whereas some did so aloud), the latency measure used in this

study provided a more consistent measure across participants. Only reading latencies from

items read correctly were considered in analyses. On a few trials, participants changed their

answer, asked the experimenter a question, or had some interruption while a test item was on

the screen. The response times for these items were excluded from analyses.

Standardized Reading Test—During the final session (Session 10), participants read the

first six stories from Form A of the Gray Oral Reading Test-4 (GORT-4; Wiederholt &

Bryant, 2001), which had been transcribed into their respective training font. The stories

were administered and scored according to the standardized test protocol. Administration of

the multiple-choice comprehension questions deviated from the protocol in that the

questions/answers were only read aloud to the participants (whereas in the standardized

protocol the items are presented both visually and acoustically). Raw scores for the

following were obtained: accuracy, time, fluency (accuracy + time), and comprehension.

Standardized scores were not used because (1) the stories had been transcribed into our

experimental fonts and (2) participants in our study exceeded the maximum age on which

normative data were collected for this test. In addition to the raw scores used from the

standardized test, we also computed WPM for each story.

fMRI Data Acquisition—A 3-T head only Siemens Allegra magnet and standard radio

frequency coil were used for all MR scanning sessions at the University of Pittsburgh. Prior

to functional scanning, structural images were collected using a standard T2-weighted pulse

sequence in 38 contiguous slices (3.125 × 3.125 × 3.2 mm voxels) parallel to the AC–PC

plane. Functional images were collected in the same plane as the anatomical series using a

one-shot EPI pulse sequence (repetition time = 2000 msec, echo time = 25 msec, field of

view = 200 mm, flip angle = 70°).

Training study participants were asked to passively view three types of stimuli—FaceFont

words, KoreanFont words, and patterns (used as a baseline). They completed two functional

runs designed identically. Each run contained twenty-one 20-sec epochs, seven epochs of

each stimulus type presented in random order. Each epoch consisted of ten 2-sec trials using

the same stimulus type for each trial. Within a trial, a stimulus item was presented for 1500

msec, followed by a “+” for 500 msec. The next trial immediately followed with another

stimulus item of the same type for 1500 msec and “+” for 500 msec, and so on. There was

no pause between epochs.

Within this paradigm, each training study participant passively viewed 140 words in their

specific training font. Both the FF group and the KF group used the same word list. Words

were one syllable, two to four phonemes in length. No word was repeated within the fMRI

session, nor did the words overlap with the items used in the 400-word training set or the

word tests from the behavioral sessions. Words were presented in random order across both

runs. There were 16 different patterns that were used repeatedly in random order throughout

both runs (Figure 2).

The fMRI data acquisition for the control participants was identical to the data acquisition

described for the trained participants. The first two functional runs for the control
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participants were also identical to the trained participants’ runs. Additionally, the controls

completed a third run at the end of the session involving other visual stimuli that will not be

discussed here.

fMRI Data Analysis—A series of preprocessing steps were conducted prior to data

analysis using an integrative software package, Fiswidgets (Fissell et al., 2003), to correct

for artifacts and movement and to account for individual differences in anatomy. Images

were reconstructed and then corrected for subject motion with Automated Image

Registration (AIR 3.08; Woods, Cherry, & Mazziotta, 1992). For runs in which head motion

exceeded 4 mm or 4° in any direction, data from the beginning of the epoch in which the

head movement occurred through the end of the run were not used in the analysis. The

images were then corrected to adjust for scanner drift and other linear trends within runs.

The structural images of each participant were stripped to remove the skull and coregistered

to a common reference brain, chosen from among the participants (Woods, Mazziotta, &

Cherry, 1993). Functional images were transformed into the same reference space,

normalized by a mean scaling of each image to match global mean image intensity across

participants, and smoothed using a three-dimensional Gaussian filter (8 mm FWHM) to

account for anatomical differences between participants. Images were finally converted into

Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). Specific cerebellar lobules were designated

using a cerebellar atlas (Schmahmann, Doyon, Toga, Petrides, & Evans, 2000).

Several fMRI analyses were completed to address different aspects of the data. As our

principal analysis, we used the NeuroImaging Software package (NIS 3.6) to compute a

whole brain, voxel-wise 2 × 2 mixed-model ANOVA with Training Group (FF, KF) as a

between-subject factor, Font Condition as a within-subject factor (FaceFont, KoreanFont),

and Subject as a random factor. The dependent measure was the mean normalized voxel

signal intensity for each font condition for each participant. Because there were no fixation

or rest intervals between the stimulus condition epochs, the first 8 sec of each 20-sec epoch

were not included in the computation of the mean signal intensity values; this was done to

minimize cross-epoch contamination of the BOLD signal. A voxel-wise significance

threshold of p < .000005 (corrected to p = .01 using AFNI 3dClustSim; Cox, 1996) and

contiguity threshold of five voxels was used to identify voxel clusters that exhibited

significant effects of font condition, training group, and the interaction between these two

factors. The interaction between font condition and training group was of particular interest,

because it should reveal voxel clusters in which the responses to our stimuli were modulated

by the training group assignment (i.e., it should identify the locus of training effects). The

visuoperceptual account predicts that a significant interaction should be found in both the

left and the right FG: KoreanFont should elicit stronger left FG activation in KF-trained

versus FF-trained participants, and FaceFont should elicit a weak left FG activation of

similar magnitude in both KF-trained and FF-trained participants; conversely, FaceFont

should elicit stronger right FG activation in FF-trained versus KF-trained participants, and

KoreanFont should elicit a weak right FG activation of similar magnitude in both FF-trained

and KF-trained participants. The linguistic bridge account, on the other hand, predicts a

significant interaction of these factors in only the left FG, with a crossover pattern: the

response to KoreanFont should be higher in KF-trained versus FF-trained participants,
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whereas the response to FaceFont should be higher in FF-trained versus KF-trained

participants.

We extracted the hemodynamic time course data from significant voxel clusters identified

by our primary voxel-wise ANOVA model, with a specific focus on voxel clusters in the left

or right FG (the a priori brain areas of interest). This was done to ascertain the underlying

pattern of simple effects by examining differences in the percent signal change in each

condition (relative to the baseline pattern condition) as a function of training group and to

draw secondary comparisons between our training group participants and our control

participants. As a complementary approach for examining the pattern of simple effects, we

performed a secondary conjunction analysis. This conjunction analysis compared the voxel-

wise statistical contrast map for the response to FaceFont in trained versus untrained (KF-

trained and control) participants and the map for the response to KoreanFont in trained

versus untrained (FF-trained and control) participants.

Additional secondary analyses targeted the identification of FG voxels with differential

responses to face and word-like stimuli, that is, voxels that should fall at or near the FFA

and its potential left-hemisphere homologue (l-FFA) and voxel clusters that should fall at or

near the VWFA and its potential right-hemisphere homologue. One secondary analysis was

performed because the primary analysis did not reveal a significant interaction in the right

FG, leading us to seek further confirmation of this null result. Accordingly, we conducted a

group level, voxel-wise analysis that contrasted FaceFont versus patterns, with all of the

participants from the three experimental groups included. A voxel-wise significance

threshold of p < .000005 (corrected to p = .01 using AFNI 3dClustSim; Cox, 1996) and

contiguity threshold of five voxels was used to identify voxel clusters that exhibited

significant effects of stimulus condition. We then searched the resulting statistical map to

identify voxel clusters in the left and right FG, extracting the time course data from each

identified voxel cluster. The extracted data for each voxel cluster were submitted to a 3 × 2

mixed-design ANOVA with Training Group (FF, KF, controls) as a between-subject factor

and Font Condition (FaceFont, KoreantFont, as percent signal change relative to the pattern

baseline) as a within-subject factor. Simple effects analyses were also computed to draw

comparisons between trained and untrained participants for each font type.

Another secondary analysis was performed because the primary analysis did reveal

significant training effects in the left FG for both KoreanFont and FaceFont. This led us to

investigate the correspondence between these training effects and the VWFA. We chose not

to expose our training participants to printed English stimuli during training or during our

scanning sessions because we wanted to discourage any association between our artificial

orthographies and printed English words. As a consequence, we could not “localize” the

VWFA via a contrast between printed English words versus nonorthographic stimuli, as is

commonly done in the literature (see Appendix B). However, all of the participants in our

experiment were exposed to the KoreanFont stimuli, and there is evidence that letter-like

stimuli, even for an unknown orthography, can produce activation within the VWFA (e.g.,

Ben-Shachar et al., 2007). This led us to reason that the KoreanFont versus pattern contrast

could serve as a proxy for a more typical VWFA functional localizer. Using this logic, we
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conducted a “quasilocalizer” analysis to evaluate the probable impact of our training on the

functional VWFA responses of our participants.

In each participant, we searched within a 12-mm spherical volume for the voxel exhibiting

the largest increase in mean signal intensity for KoreanFont versus pattern epochs. The

search volume was centered on the peak of the left FG voxel cluster that exhibited an

interaction in our primary analysis. For each participant, we computed the mean percent

signal change in response to FaceFont and KoreanFont (using patterns as a baseline) in the

localized KoreanFont voxel from that participant. The signal change values were submitted

to the same ANOVA model and simple effects analyses that were used for our primary

analysis. It is important to note that this secondary analysis was deliberately biased toward

the selection of voxels that respond to KoreanFont, because the KoreanFont > pattern

contrast was used as the proxy localizer for the VWFA. Thus, stronger training effects for

KoreanFont versus FaceFont would not be unexpected. The key question, however, was

whether a significant FaceFont training effect could nonetheless be detected in the localized

KoreanFont voxels.

A limitation of both the voxel-wise and quasilocalizer analyses is that the results are based

on a comparison of response magnitudes at particular voxels that fall within the general

vicinity of the VWFA. Neither addresses the question of whether the spatial topography of

our training effects varies according to the trained font. This is an important question,

because recent findings indicate that responses to face stimuli can be detected within the

vicinity of the VWFA. The locus and interpretation of these face responses remain a point of

active debate and investigation. For instance, some have found that face responses within the

left FG tend to be located a few millimeters antero-medial to the VWFA and have suggested

that these responses may arise from a l-FFA (Hasson, Levy, Behrmann, Hendler, & Malach,

2002). Others have identified graded sensitivity to faces within and near the VWFA and

have suggested that the acquisition of literacy may “perceptually tune” the response

properties of the VWFA and its surrounding neighborhood (Dehaene et al., 2010).

In a final secondary analysis, we extended our quasi-localizer analysis by also identifying,

within each participant, the voxel that exhibited the largest mean increase during FaceFont

versus pattern epochs. This yielded a set of localized FaceFont voxels. The x, y, and z

coordinates of each localized voxel were used as the dependent measure in a mixed-effects

MANOVA, with Training Group (FF, KF) as a between-subject measure and Voxel Type

(FF-localized, KF-localized) as a within-subject measure. Follow-up simple contrasts and

additional post hoc comparisons to the localized voxel responses from the control group

were used to further investigate the pattern of effects.

If faces elicit an average response that tends to peak at a different location within the left FG

than the response elicited by word-like stimuli, then a main effect of Voxel Type would be

expected (i.e., the mean location of the FF-localized voxels should differ from the mean

location of the KF-localized voxels). If the location of the peak response to a particular

stimulus tends to be affected by training (e.g., training with FaceFont shifts the response to

FaceFont stimuli toward the VWFA), then an interaction between Voxel Type and Training

Group would be expected.
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RESULTS

Can Participants Learn the Novel Orthographies?

Individuals learned to read their assigned orthography, and their performance generally

became less variable as they progressed in training (Figure 3).1 A 2 × 4 mixed-design

ANOVA (Group × Word Test, with corrected degrees of freedom for violations of sphericity

using Huynh–Feldt estimates) showed that there was a significant decrease in latencies on

the single-word reading tests across training sessions during the initial phase of training

(Week 1 word level training), indicating that learning occurred, F(1.93, 42.40) = 29.03, p < .

001, main effect of Word Test. The KF group was nonsignificantly faster than the FF group

in reading latencies on the daily word tests ( p = .17, main effect of Group). The two groups

showed similar rates of improvement ( p = .50, Group × Word Test interaction). Thus,

although the KF group tended to show better overall performance (at a level of low

reliability) than the FF group, the learning of the new orthographies proceeded at similar

rates for the two groups.

A separate 2 × 4 ANOVA (Group × Word Test) was used to examine reading performance

during the story level phase of training (Week 2). Latencies on the single-word reading tests

further decreased across training sessions, indicating that learning continued to occur, F(3,

66) = 11.21, p < .001. The KF group again showed shorter reading latencies than the FF

group, now more reliable statistically, F(1, 22) = 9.26, p = .01. However, the two groups

continued to demonstrate similar rates of improvement ( p = .85).

Thus, across the 2 weeks, word reading was generally slower for the FF group than the KF

group, but the two groups showed a similar learning pace. The relatively slower reading

latencies for the FF group may have been harder to detect in the initial word tests because of

a higher degree of performance variability as participants learned the task, adjusted to

reading at a phoneme level, and overcame memory constraints. As the impact of these initial

barriers diminished, any perceptual influence of the stimuli on reading performance should

become clearer.

Participants’ performance while reading stories provides additional information about the

learning of the two training fonts. We measured the number of WPM in the early reader

stories as well as the standardized reading test (Figure 3C, D). Consistent with the daily

word test results, the FF group’s reading rate was slower than the KF group’s rate. Notably,

however, both groups were similarly sensitive to the fluctuations in text style and

complexity, suggesting that the overall speed differences arose from nonlinguistic, visual

factors (FF vs. KF WPM on 40 early reader stories: Pearson’s r = .70, p < .001; FF vs. KF

WPM on six stories from the standardized reading test: Pearson’s r = .85, p = .03).

1In the main text, we focus on the reading latencies for the word tests during behavioral training. There were no significant group or
test differences in accuracy on the word tests during the behavioral training, nor was there a Group × Test interaction in accuracy.
Average accuracy for trained participants across all word tests was 91%. The brief supplemental tests (WT5S–WT9S) gave a similar
pattern of results.
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Investigation of Neural Responses Using fMRI

Localization of Training Effects—During the fMRI session, FF participants (n = 12),

KF participants (n = 11), and untrained controls (n = 12) were presented with patterns

(baseline), FaceFont words, and KoreanFont words using a blocked design. To probe for

responsive neural regions in trained participants, as our primary analysis we computed 2 × 2

voxel-wise ANOVAs (Training Group × Font). There were no significant voxel clusters that

exhibited a main effect of Training Group. There were, however, significant voxel clusters

in left and right occipitotemporal cortex that showed a differential response to the artificial

fonts (Table 2). Such differences were expected, because it is well established that visual

exposure to alphabetic characters preferentially produces activation within the left FG at or

near the VWFA, whereas visual presentation of faces preferentially produces activation

within the right FG at or near the FFA (Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006; Cohen et al., 2002).

Our primary objective was to identify neural regions within the left or right FG that

exhibited a significant interaction pattern in which the response varied across groups based

on the assigned training font. There was a significant interaction in the left FG at a location

consistent with the VWFA (peak voxel: −40, −50, −11; cluster size: 6 voxels; see Figure

4A). Notably, no significant interaction pattern was observed in the right FG. Significant

interactions were found in regions outside of the FG, such as the left inferior frontal gyrus.

The locus and interpretation of these training effects will be reported in a separate paper.

We used follow-up analyses to further examine the voxel cluster within the left FG (LFG-

VC), which was located in the vicinity of the VWFA, that exhibited an interaction pattern in

our primary analysis (Figure 4B). As stated previously, the visuoperceptual account predicts

a stronger response in the LFG-VC for KoreanFont in trained versus untrained participants,

with no response differences for FaceFont between trained and untrained participants. In

contrast, the linguistic bridge account predicts a training effect for both fonts within the

LFG-VC. As expected based on both accounts, the response to KoreanFont in the LFG-VC

was enhanced by training, with a significantly larger response to KoreanFont words

(compared with a string of pattern baseline stimuli) observed in the KF group compared

with participants who did not complete KoreanFont training (KF group vs. FF group: t(21) =

7.71, p < .001; KF group vs. untrained controls: t(21) = 7.04, p < .001). The magnitude of

the response to FaceFont words was also significantly greater in the FF group than the

FaceFont response observed in the untrained groups (FF group vs. KF group: t(16.81) =

3.55, p = .003, t test with degrees of freedom corrected for violations of Levene’s equality of

variances assumption; FF group vs. untrained control group: t(22) = −2.08, p = .05). The

sensitivity to training observed within the LFG-VC for both KoreanFont and FaceFont

words provides compelling support for the linguistic bridge account of orthographic

lateralization within the FG.

Additional support for these results was found in our secondary conjunction analysis in

which we compared voxel-wise statistical contrast maps for the FaceFont response in trained

versus untrained participants and the KoreanFont response in trained versus untrained

participants. Results converge with those from the primary analysis: Training effects were

found for both fonts within the left FG, and the identified voxel clusters partially overlapped
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at a locus at or near the typical location of the VWFA. There was an absence of training

effects in the right FG for either font (Figure 4C).

To provide confirmatory evidence for the null result in our primary analysis in which there

was no significant Training Group × Font interaction in the right FG, we computed a group

level, voxel-wise ANOVA that contrasted FaceFont versus patterns across all three

experimental groups. This analysis identified two significant voxel clusters: one located in

the right FG with a location consistent with the FFA (FFA-VC; peak voxel: 35, −38, −21;

cluster size: 119 voxels) and one located in a homologous portion of the left FG (l-FFA-VC;

peak voxel: −40, −48, −21; cluster size: 62 voxels). The time course data from these voxel

clusters were submitted to a 2 × 3 mixed-design ANOVA (Font × Training Group). In the

FFA-VC, there was an expected main effect of Font (FaceFont > KoreantFont as compared

with pattern baseline stimuli; F(1, 32) = 70.13, p < .001), but no significant interaction

between Training Group and Font ( p = .260) or main effect of group ( p = .941). Simple

effects comparison between the FF-trained versus untrained groups and the KF-trained

versus untrained groups were also non-significant (FF-trained vs. untrained: p = .763; KF-

trained vs. untrained: p = .204). These results are consistent with the null findings in our

primary analysis and provide additional support for the linguistic bridge account.

The analyses computed for the l-FFA-VC provide even further support for the results from

our primary analyses. There was a significant interaction between Training Group and Font,

F(2, 32) = 8.01, p = .002. There was also a main effect of Font (FaceFont > KoreanFont as

compared with patterned baseline stimuli; F(1, 32) = 42.59, p < .001) and no main effect of

Group ( p = .723). The simple effects comparison between the FF-trained versus untrained

groups approached significance ( p = .053), and the KF-trained versus untrained group

comparison reached significance ( p = .003).

As an additional point, it should be noted from our primary analysis that, although trained

participants from both the KF and FF groups had stronger activation patterns within the

LFG-VC compared with untrained participants when viewing their training font,

KoreanFont elicits a larger response magnitude than FaceFont for both trained and untrained

participants. For example, all three groups had a significant response to KoreanFont words

(untrained controls: t(11) = 3.18, p = .01; FF group: t(11) = 3.87, p = .003; KF group: t(10) =

15.47, p < .001), whereas FaceFont elicited a slightly negative response in the LFG-VC in

both of the untrained groups (KF group, control group). These magnitude differences in

untrained participants are consistent with prior results showing the VWFA is biased toward

stimuli that have the features of a typical orthography (Ben-Shachar et al., 2007) and that

preferential responses to faces tend to localize to the right FG (i.e., to the FFA) with less

activation in the left FG (Cohen et al., 2002). Furthermore, this pattern of results suggests to

us that the perceptual features of KoreanFont may give it a “head start” that facilitates its

acquisition as a novel orthography.

These differences in the magnitude of the left FG response to KoreanFont versus FaceFont

converge with the differences in reading rates of FF-trained versus KF-trained participants

to indicate that the perceptual form of our orthographies did exert an influence. To evaluate

this issue further, we examined the relationship between an individual’s behavioral
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performance (final word test latency) and their neural response (LFG-VC % stimulus

response to participant-specific training font) across both training groups. Faster reading

times (shorter latencies) correlated with greater activation in the LFG-VC for the

participant-specific training font (Pearson’s r = −.70, p < .001). Thus, although the left

lateralization of orthographic processing seems to be driven by the linguistic characteristics

of the experimental fonts, stimulus-type training differences can be detected in the left FG

and the corresponding differences in reading fluency; therefore, the perceptual qualities of a

font do seem to have an impact on learnability and neural reorganization.

Relationship between Training Effects and the VWFA—The primary objective of

this study was to disentangle linguistic and perceptual influences on the lateralization of

orthographic processing. Nonetheless, we recognize the results naturally give rise to

questions about the relationship between the locus of FaceFont training effects and the

VWFA. Because the imaging design did not include a contrast between English words and a

nonorthographic control condition, it cannot be fully determined whether FaceFont training

modulates the response properties of the same neural tissue involved in the processing of

natural orthographic stimuli (i.e., the VWFA). However, two supplemental analyses do

provide provocative evidence in support of this conclusion.

For one analysis, we used the KoreanFont versus pattern contrast as a “stand-in” for a more

typical VWFA functional localizer. The mean of the voxel loci found within each group of

participants was comparable with those observed in our review of the recent literature,

giving us confidence in this quasilocalizer approach (FF group: −40, −49, −12; KF group:

−42, −53, −12; control group: −40, −51, −13; see Appendix B for comparisons with recent

literature). We computed the mean percent signal change in response to FaceFont and

KoreanFont (using patterns as a baseline) in the KF-localized voxel from each participant

and then submitted these values to the same set of analyses that were applied to the signal

intensity values extracted from the LFG-ROI. The results provide an even more robust

demonstration of the training effect patterns observed within the LFG-ROI (Figure 5). For

instance, although all of the voxels for this analysis were identified from the KoreanFont

versus pattern contrast, in FF participants the voxels exhibited a greater response to

FaceFont than KoreanFont. On the other hand, for KF participants, the response to

KoreanFont is increased relative to that observed in the FF and control participants, and the

response to FaceFont is decreased.

In a second analysis, we investigated whether the mean location of the peak response to

FaceFont versus KoreanFont varies within the left FG and whether the peak response

locations are affected by training. In each participant, we used a FaceFont and a KoreanFont

localizer contrast to determine the location of the maximum response to each font type

within a 12-mm sphere centered on the LFG-ROI from our primary analysis. The identified

voxel coordinates were then used as the dependent values in a mixed-effects MANOVA. We

observed a main effect of Voxel Type, F(3, 19) = 16.70, p < .001, which reflects the fact that

FF-localized voxels tended to lie anteromedial and ventral to KF-localized voxels (Figure 6).

This main effect of Voxel Type is consistent with some prior reports showing that faces tend

to produce activation in both the left and right FG that lies anteromedial and ventral to that

produced by words (Hasson et al., 2002).
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Importantly, the main effect of Voxel Type interacted with Training Group, F(3, 19) = 8.54,

p = .001. In the FF group, FF-localized voxels were shifted toward the typical location of

KF-localized voxels. Furthermore, within the FF group, the FF-localized voxels did not

differ in mean location from the KF-localized voxels, whereas the two localizers produced

voxel sets that trended toward different mean locations in the KF and control groups. In fact,

in 58% (7/12) of the participants in the FF group, the same voxel was identified by the

FaceFont localizer and the KoreanFont localizer; this was true for 0% (0/11) and 8% (1/12)

of the participants in the KF and control groups, respectively. In summary, these results

indicate that FaceFont training shifts the response to FaceFont toward the prototypical locus

of the VWFA.

Training-related shifts were also observed for the KF group. In the KF group, KF-localized

voxels were shifted lateroposteriorly to KF-localized voxels in the FF and control groups

and further away from the FF-localized voxels in each group. In a sense, KoreanFont

training results in a response to KoreanFont that is more “VWFA-like” than usual.

One way to account for these training-related shifts is to propose that, in untrained

participants, individual voxels within the left FG exhibit a noisy activation bias toward

either FaceFont or KoreanFont and a noisy tendency toward topographic organization. Thus,

we might consider the average location of FaceFont-biased voxels to reflect the center of a

face area within the left FG (l-FFA) and the average locus of the KoreanFont-biased voxels

to reflect the center of the VWFA. If both FaceFont and KoreanFont training increase

activation in “VWFA” voxels, then it would increase the probability that a “VWFA” voxel

(instead of an “FFA” voxel) will be identified in a contrast involving the trained font. In this

case, the mean location of voxels identified by the FaceFont localizer in FF participants

would shift in the lateroposterior direction, as would the mean location of voxels identified

by the KoreanFont localizer in KF-trained participants.

DISCUSSION

Years of interdisciplinary research have significantly advanced our understanding of optimal

methods for reading instruction (Beck, 2006; Vaughn & Linan-Thompson, 2004),

orthographic and phonological variables that interact with word identification (Ziegler &

Goswami, 2006; Frost, 1998; Henderson, 1982), and the neural substrates that support

reading (Turkeltaub, Eden, Jones, & Zeffiro, 2002; Pugh et al., 1996). Reading educators

and researchers have begun to reach consensus on a number of key principles; for example,

the idea that phonological access is a universal principle of skilled reading (Ziegler &

Goswami, 2006; Frost, 1998). However, core theoretical issues remain (McCandliss et al.,

2003; Price & Devlin, 2003; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Coltheart,

Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993), and for individuals with acquired and developmental

reading disorders, there is a need for a better understanding of how the brain accommodates

to the challenges associated with learning a writing system that connects with language

functions and the factors that may modulate success (Lindgren, de Renzi, & Richman,

1985).
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In literate adults, left-lateralized responses to orthographic stimuli are typically observed

within the FG, at a location that has been termed the VWFA (Ben-Shachar et al., 2007; Polk

et al., 2002; Cohen et al., 2000). Acquired and developmental reading disorders have been

associated with dysfunction in this area as well (Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2005; Cohen et al.,

2003). While numerous findings point toward the critical role of the left FG in orthographic

processing, there are several points of debate. These include which portions of the left FG

are unimodal (Price & Devlin, 2003), uniquely activated by orthographic stimuli (Ben-

Shachar et al., 2007; Price & Devlin, 2003), and specialized for different aspects of

orthographic-to-phonological transformation (Vinckier et al., 2007; Pugh et al., 2000). Here

we addressed the issue of why orthographic processing typically elicits a lateralized

response within the left FG. We considered the linguistic bridge and visual perceptual

accounts for left lateralization.

Evidence in Favor of a Linguistic Bridge Account

In the experiments described here, we identified lateralized training effects in a left FG

region, in the vicinity of the expected location of the VWFA. The fact that training effects

were found within this region for both KoreanFont and FaceFont favors the linguistic bridge

account for the lateralization of orthographic processing. Graphemes with little resemblance

to letters (i.e., FaceFont graphemes) engaged the left FG during reading, even when the

perceptual characteristics of the graphemes would typically invoke a lateralized response in

the right FG. Furthermore, this linguistic engagement of the left FG appears to be

behaviorally relevant based on our finding that faster reading times (shorter latencies)

correlated with greater activation in the left FG region for the participant-specific training

font. Interpreting our findings in favor of a linguistic bridge account is consistent with recent

work in which the left posterior occipitotemporal sulcus response to visual objects was

modulated by tasks designed to encourage or suppress phonological encoding (Mano et al.,

2013).

As an alternative explanation for our findings, it is possible that participants adopted an

orthographic learning approach during training. For example, using a “remapping” strategy,

participants could have associated each artificial grapheme with a specific English letter

(e.g., the FaceFont grapheme for /k/ could be mapped onto the letter “k”). Such a strategy

might allow FaceFont (or KoreanFont) to be read via indirect access to the neural substrates

that support English orthographic processing. Circumstantial evidence argues against this

interpretation of our findings. We made every attempt to avoid a link between artificial

graphemes and English letters. When we listened to participants reading FaceFont and

KoreanFont words and stories aloud, we did not hear evidence of a letter-naming strategy;

instead, we heard many instances in which a participant decoded and blended the phonemes

in a word based on the corresponding artificial graphemes. We also examined our word test

naming data for evidence of a remapping strategy by splitting the items according to

whether there was a mismatch between the number of phonemes in the word (i.e., the

number of FaceFont or KoreanFont graphs needed to represent the word) and the number of

letters in the printed English form of the word. There were no significant differences in the

naming times for the two sets of items, in either the FF or the KF group (see Appendix C for

a summary of results).
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Another possibility is that the learned response to FaceFont (or KoreanFont) reflects some

form of incidental processing that is irrelevant for reading the learned orthography. For

instance, training may induce top–down attentional modulation of neurons within the left FG

that had the preexisting capacity to respond to faces or prototypical orthographic forms. For

FaceFont, it might be expected that similar attentional modulations would occur within the

right FG at or near the FFA. We found no evidence for a training effect in the right FG.

Furthermore, an incidental attention account cannot easily explain the shifts in the location

of the learned versus unlearned responses to FaceFont and KoreanFont nor explain the

observed relationship between the magnitude of the learned response and our behavioral

measure of reading skill.

Additional evidence that the left FG is essential for the acquisition and use of FaceFont

comes from a converging study involving an individual (AA1) with acquired alexia resulting

from damage to the left FG (Moore, Brendel, & Fiez, in press). Across multiple attempts,

AA1 failed to learn more than five face–phoneme mappings. Furthermore, she was unable to

reliably decode English words that were printed in FaceFont (comprising only graphemes

that she learned successfully). AA1 retained the ability to accurately name printed English

letters and used her preserved letter recognition abilities to implement a letter-by-letter

reading strategy that is the hallmark of acquired alexia. If FaceFont reading also rests on

such a strategy, it would be expected that AA1 could use her preserved letter recognition

abilities to learn FaceFont.

Future work will be needed to test the limits of the linguistic bridge account. Interestingly,

although AA1 was unable to acquire the FaceFont orthography, she was able to learn a

protosyllabary comprising 15 face-syllable mappings and then use the learned mappings to

decode English words. These results indicate that nonalphabetic orthographies may reduce

reliance on the left FG, potentially because they impose different phonological demands or

recruit different types of visuospatial analysis. Consistent with this interpretation, it is

notable that in readers of Chinese (a morphosyllabic writing system), visual presentation of

Chinese characters produces bilateral activation in the FG in the vicinity of the VWFA and

its potential homologue in the right hemisphere (Bolger, Perfetti, & Schneider, 2005). This

unusual pattern of orthographic processing is found in both native readers of Chinese and in

English-Chinese bilinguals (Nelson, Liu, Fiez, & Perfetti, 2009).

Perceptual Influences on Orthographic Processing

Although our results support the linguistic bridge account for the typical left lateralization of

orthographic processing, there are indicators that the perceptual characteristics of the

training fonts exerted an important influence. FF participants had slower reading latencies

and less activation within the left FG compared with KF participants, pointing to an

“orthographic bottleneck” for FF participants compared with KF participants, that is, a

perceptual rather than linguistic cause for the poorer reading fluency attained by FF

participants during training. We found subtle differences in the mean location of the peak

responses to FaceFont and KoreanFont, which were further affected by training. These

differences lead to differing hypotheses about the underlying neuronal causes for this
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orthographic bottleneck. Each hypothesis is consistent with different aspects of our findings,

so further research will be needed to distinguish between them.

One hypothesis is that acquisition of FaceFont recruits a pool of face-responsive neurons

that lie near the vicinity of the VWFA, but not within VWFA. This would explain why the

mean location of the learned response to FaceFont differs from the mean location of the

learned response to KoreanFont. It is also consistent with findings from other studies, which

indicate that differentiated or semidifferentiated neuronal pools exist in the vicinity of the

VWFA (and its potential homologue in the right hemisphere; Downing, Chan, Peelen,

Dodds, & Kanwisher, 2006). For instance, one recent study localized the responses to both

faces and English words within both the left and right FG of individual participants. As

expected, responses to words in the left FG were robust and located near the prototypical

location of the VWFA. Weaker responses to faces could be found in the left FG in a subset

of participants (2/4). Within an individual, the peak response for faces tended to be more

anteromedial than the peak response for words. Across participants, however, there was

substantial overlap between the face and word peak locations (Kawabata Duncan & Devlin,

2011). In the right FG, the same biases in the relative location of face versus word peak

responses were observed, though as expected the responses to faces were more robust and

consistent across participants than the responses to words. In this view, FaceFont may

confront an orthographic bottleneck because it is forced to rely on a pool of face-sensitive

neurons within the left FG that is less equipped for orthographic processing. The available

pool may be small, and this may impose resource constraints; the pool may have a pattern of

connections that make it a less suitable linguistic bridge, or the recruitment of face-

responsive neurons may induce competition from typical face recognition processes.

An alternative hypothesis is that the acquisition of FaceFont necessarily recruits neurons that

lie within the VWFA. Only this portion of the left FG, for instance, may have the innate or

learned connectional architecture that is needed to form a suitable linguistic bridge. This

hypothesis can explain why the mean location of the learned response to FaceFont does not

differ from the unlearned response to KoreanFont. It is also consistent with evidence that

neurons within a functionally localized VWFA have the capacity to respond to faces

(Nestor, Behrmann, & Plaut, 2012; Dehaene et al., 2010). To explain this fact, some have

suggested that the VWFA comprises interdigitated pools of neurons with different innate or

learned response biases (e.g., neurons differentially tuned to respond to orthographic forms

vs. objects or faces; Mano et al., 2013; Nestor et al., 2012). In this view, the boundaries of

the VWFA delineate the tissue where there is a preponderance of orthographically biased

neurons. Others have argued that the neurons within the VWFA have the innate capacity to

respond to many types of visual stimuli, but the acquisition of literacy drives them to

become tuned for the representation of orthographic forms (Dehaene et al., 2010). In this

view, the boundaries of the VWFA delineate the tissue that was substantially influenced by

this experience-dependent perceptual differentiation.

Irrespective of their differences, both of these views of the organization of the VWFA

predict that there should be noisy response preferences within VWFA voxels and a loose

form of topographic organization, which as noted earlier can explain the posterior-lateral

shifts that were observed for the learned responses to both FaceFont and KoreanFont.
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Importantly, either view can also be used to explain an orthographic bottleneck for FaceFont

as compared with KoreanFont. In one case, the overall pool of face-biased neurons within

the VWFA would be smaller than the overall pool of orthographically biased neurons, and

this could impose resource constraints on the orthographic processing of FaceFont. In the

other case, FaceFont might be forced to rely on less perceptually differentiated neurons at

the margins of the VWFA or weakly responsive neurons with a preference for more

prototypical orthographic stimuli.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that neural tissue within the vicinity of the VWFA

has the flexibility to respond to a range of “letters” or units in a writing system. The left-

lateralized response to FaceFont in trained participants supports a linguistic bridge account

for the lateralization of orthographic processing. For an alphabetic orthography, lateralized

recruitment of neural tissue within the left FG appears to be governed by the demands of

connecting visual processing with components of the speech system to permit the

construction of a phonological representation that allows access to stored word knowledge.

At the same time, the visual perceptual characteristics of a writing system do contribute to

the specific location of activation within the left FG as well as to reading performance.

Orthographic systems with atypical graphemes (like faces) appear to be susceptible to

predispositions that result in a bottleneck in performance. These findings reinforce prior

work that has implicated the left FG, the VWFA in particular, as a critical neuronal territory

for the acquisition of skilled reading, and they suggest that reduced neuronal capacity in this

territory could create an orthographic processing bottleneck that would slow word

identification and access to stored word knowledge.
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APPENDIX A

The FaceFont and KoreanFont corpora. The training font corpora are listed as well as the

corresponding English phonemes (represented using the International Phonetic Alphabet)

and examples of the sounds in English words. Note: Due to publication restrictions, only 5

of the 35 faces are permitted for use in print.
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APPENDIX B

PubMed Search Results for Publications in 2012 that Reported Specific Coordinate Loci

Associated with the VWFA

2012 Publication TCX TCY TCZ Analysis Type Contrast

Striem-Amit et al., Neuron −45 −58 −5 Group Letters vs. Faces/Houses/Body Shapes/
Objects/Textures

Song et al., Journal of
Neuroscience

−42 −51 −15 Individual Chinese characters vs. landscapes

Monzalvao et al., Neuroimage −45 −45 −15 Group Normal readers > Dyslexics for Word
vs. Rest contrast

Park et al., PLoS One −40 −43 −14 Group Words/Pseudowords/Consonant Strings
vs. Numbers

Xu et al., Neuropsychologia −44 −56 −9 Individual Words vs. Faces/Textures

Mean −43 −51 −12

SD ±2 ±7 ±4

APPENDIX C

To look for evidence of a remapping strategy, we assessed naming latencies for real word

items that contained three or four artificial graphs in Word Test 9 (only correct responses

were included). Words with 0, 1, or 2 letter–phoneme mismatches were included in the

analysis. For example, the word “fight” comprises five printed English letters and three

phonemes (therefore, three artificial graphs), for a letter–phoneme mismatch of 2. In a 2 × 3

between-subject ANOVA with Training Group (FF-trained, KF-trained) and Letter–

Phoneme Mismatch (0, 1, 2) as factors, there was a main effect of Training Group, as

expected, F(1, 620) = 92.14, p < .001. However, there was no main effect of Letter–

Phoneme Mismatch ( p = .23) and no Group × Letter–Phoneme Mismatch interaction ( p = .

25).
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Figure 1.
Examples of FaceFont and KoreanFont. (A) A sample of five FaceFont and KoreanFont

“letters,” their corresponding English phonemes (represented using the International

Phonetic Alphabet), and examples of the sounds in English words (see Appendix A for full

corpora). (B) Examples of word level presentation from upper left moving clockwise: “sue,”

“test,” “jar,” “gate.” Note: The FaceFont words shown in (B) were not used in the actual

training or testing. Due to publication restrictions, only 5 of the 35 faces are permitted for

use in print; the words shown here were derived from these five faces for example only.
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Figure 2.
Examples of FaceFont words, KoreanFont words, and pattern stimuli presented during the

fMRI session.
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Figure 3.
Reading latencies. Reading latency (msec) on single-word reading tests after (A) word level

training in Week 1 and (B) story level training in Week 2. Latencies are reported for correct

responses only and include words and nonwords. Both training groups improved in reading

speed. FF participants improved at a similar rate as KF participants, although their average

latency times were slower. The number of WPM was computed for reading performance on

(C) the early reader training stories and (D) the standardized reading test stories. Graphs are

consistent with single-word reading performance—the pattern of performance is similar

between the two groups, although the FF group is slower.
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Figure 4.
Neural response to training. A 2 × 2 voxel-wise ANOVA (Training Group × Font) was

computed (untrained controls and pattern stimuli were not included in the ANOVA). With a

contiguity threshold = 5 and a corrected p = .01, a significant Training Group × Font

interaction was found in the left FG that is consistent with the VWFA (peak voxel: −40,

−50, −11). (A) Whole brain map showing the activation pattern of the Training Group ×

Font interaction. Activation in the left FG is circled in red. (B) Simple effects analyses

showed that the trained groups had a significantly greater response in the LFG-VC when

viewing their trained font compared with when the untrained groups viewed their trained

font. When viewing the FaceFont stimuli: FF group response vs. KF group response, p = .

003; FF group response vs. control response, p = .05; no significant differences between the
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two untrained groups, KF group vs. controls, p > .05. When viewing KoreanFont stimuli:

KF group response vs. FF group response, p < .001; KF group response vs. control response,

p < .001; no significant differences between the two untrained groups, FF group response vs.

controls, p > .05. The magnitude of the trained font response was significantly greater for

the KF group compared with the FF group, p < .001. (C) Map of the left FG showing the

activation pattern from a secondary conjunction analysis comparing the response to

FaceFont in trained versus untrained (KF group and controls) participants with the response

to KoreanFont in trained versus untrained (FF group and controls) participants. Results

converge with the results in (A) and (B). Training effects for both fonts were found within

the LFG, and the identified voxel clusters partially overlapped at a locus at or near the

typical location of the VWFA. There was an absence of training effects in the right FG.
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Figure 5.
Activation of KF-localized voxels. A 2 × 2 mixed ANOVA (Training Group × Font) was

computed (untrained controls and pattern stimuli were not included in the ANOVA). There

was a Training Group × Font interaction ( p < .001) and a main effect of Font ( p < .001),

but no significant main effect of Training Group ( p = .932). Significant independent sample

t tests are shown. The trained groups showed a significantly greater response in the KF-

localized voxels when viewing their trained font compared with when the untrained groups

viewed the font. When viewing the FaceFont stimuli: FF group response vs. KF group

response, p = .002; FF group response vs. control response, p = .018; no significant

differences between the two untrained groups, KF group vs. controls, p = .373. When

viewing KoreanFont stimuli: KF group response vs. FF group response, p < .001; KF group

response vs. control response, p < .001; no significant differences between the two untrained

groups, FF group response vs. controls, p = .628. The magnitude of the trained font response

was significantly greater for the KF group compared with the FF group, p = .032.
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Figure 6.
A 2 × 2 mixed MANOVA (Training Group × Voxel Type) was computed to compare

differences in the average location of peak responses (control participants were not included

in the mixed MANOVA). There was a main effect of Voxel Type ( p < .001) and a Group ×

Voxel Type interaction ( p = .001), but no main effect of Group ( p = .339). Simple

MANOVA contrasts are represented in the figure. There were no significant differences

between the groups’ peak voxel coordinates for the FF-localized voxels: FF-trained vs. KF-

trained, p = .061; FF-trained vs. control, p = .375; KF-trained vs. control, p = .414. For the

KF-localized voxels, there was a significant difference in peak voxel coordinates between

the trained groups: FF-trained vs. KF-trained peak voxel, p = .007. There were no other

significant simple contrast differences using the KF-localized voxels: FF-trained vs. control

peak voxel, p = .460; KF-trained vs. control peak voxel, p = .086. When comparing the FF-

and KF-localized coordinates within a group, significant differences were found in the KF-

trained group ( p = .001); there were no significant differences between voxel type found for

the FF-trained group ( p = .212) or the control group ( p = .097). No. in VC = number of

identified individual peaks that fall within the interaction voxel cluster from the primary

analysis. The limited number of individual peaks within the VC is not surprising because the

VC was smaller than the typical extent of variability seen in individual response peak (Fox

& Pardo, 1991).
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Table 1

Daily Schedule for Trained Participants

Week Session Tasks

Week 1 Session 1 Phoneme Training

Phoneme Test

Session 2 Phoneme Review

Word Level Training

Word Test (1)

Sessions 3–5 Word Level Training

Word Test (2–4)

Week 2 Sessions 6 Word Test (5)

Supplemental Word Test (5S)

Story Level Training

Word Test (6)

Supplemental Word Test (6S)

Sessions 7–9 Story Level Training

Word Test (7–9)

Supplemental Word Test (7S–9S)

Session 10 Reading Test (GORT-4)

fMRI
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Table 2

Coordinates of Peak Activation within Clusters that Showed a Significant Main Effect of Font

Direction of Effect Cluster Location Peak Coordinates Cluster Size (No. of Voxels)

FaceFont > KoreanFont Right FG 23, −88, −14 32

Right FG 34, −37, −21 6

Left cerebellum, VI −13, −91, −18 7

KoreanFont > FaceFont Right supramarginal gyrus 48, −34, 36 6

Left cuneus −23, −75, 30 5

Left FG −43, −56, −7 9

A 2 × 2 voxel-wise ANOVA (Training Group × Font) was computed with a contiguity threshold = 5 and a corrected p = .01 (uncorrected p = .
000005). Direction of the main effect was based on a normal scale that included both positive and negative signal activations. In the one case of
negative signal activations for both fonts (L Cerebellum, VI), the effect direction indicates that the FaceFont stimuli showed less suppression than
the KoreanFont stimuli (i.e., FaceFont % stimulus response was less negative than KoreanFont).
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